AIRWAVES DUB
GREEN FUTURES FESTIVAL RADIO www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk +
TuneInRadio
Thurs - 9-11pm - Cornerstone feat. Baps and Nico aka Wiseman

DESTINY RADIO 105.1FM
www.ultracultureradio.com/www.destinyradio.uk
Sat – 10-1am - Cornerstone
Sun – 4-6pm – Sir Sambo Sound feat. King Lloyd, DJ Elvis and Jeni Dami
Sun – 10-1am – Destination feat. Ras Hugo and Jah Sticks. Strictly roots session.
Tues – 7-10pm - One Drop Collective feat. Garvin Dan, D-Ninety and Laura Peachy
Wed – 10-midnight – Sir Sambo Sound

NATURAL VIBEZ RADIO.COM – Daddy Mark - Stevenage - sessions
Mon – 10-midnight
Sun – 9-midday. Strictly roots session.

Editor's Dub
Dear Reader

After leafing through and seeing the lack of reggae coverage in the five music magazines I recently picked up
in the Truck Shop on Cowley Road, re-emphasised for me, the need to produce one: a regular channel, for the
celebration of Roots Reggae music.
So here’s the first issue, of the first roots reggae magazine, for the Thames Valley region. It’s envisaged as a
quarterly production, focusing on Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Berkshire. As well as a channel for roots
reggae music, I hope this publication will also be a source of knowledge for Black History – and a showcase for
local and regional talents: the poets, artists, writers and budding journalists.
Salutes go to Gary Constant, Helen Baillie, Dan I Cameron and John Green: for the early boost they gave this
initiative - the Dub Visionaries! To the Oxford City Council Culture Fund, Name It Youth Project, Alex and Jules
Dalitz, Nick Barber and Sasha East. I also salute Hannah Somerville, a journalist for the Oxford Mail - for the
first publicity. And to the Mikey Dread and Reggae Discography websites, for use of the cover photograph.

Welcome to THE DUB.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – bantudub06@gmail.com – 07884205422
Printer – Parchment Printers, Oxford

All material copyright (c). All rights reserved. This publication may not be reproduced or transmitted in any
form, in whole or part, without the express permission of THE DUB.

DREAD AT THE CONTROLS
There is something special about celebrating the life and work of a reggae artist you have admired and
respected. As a selector, there is a responsibility to come correct: ready with a bag of tunes that will
entertain, educate and represent at least a part of that artist’s work and importance. We are blessed in
reggae with a wealth of high quality musicians, singers and producers, but it is easy for those of us who have
been listening for most of our lives, to forget the joy of discovery of these crucial artists.
The first Natty HiFi reggae heroes session I was invited to play at, was for the mighty Augustus Pablo, about
ten years ago - and I think I brought all my Pablo selection and nothing else. I had no problem finding music
for the whole session with a producer of the calibre and variety of Augustus Pablo, although I did realise
afterwards, that music needs to be set into a context. So I now make sure that the content of my box contains
a few current favourites, alongside some absolute classics - as well as a selection by the featured artist.
But it is the preparing of the selection, that I suspect I enjoy the most. I have just been digging through the
shelves for Mikey Dread music, ahead of the celebration at the Crawley Inn in June. I have a tune by Mikey
called ‘Free Lancer’, on an Edi Fitzroy 12” on Dread At The Controls. I started by playing this about five times,
setting the mood. Then I realised I didn’t know what the original tune he was toasting over. Some internet
research later, I discovered ‘Rockers’ Delight’, another Mikey Dread 12”, that was an answer to ‘Rapper’s
Delight’ - clearly the original version of the riddim. Listening through an Earl 16 album produced by Mikey,
yielded another two versions of the tune. Choices! Choices!
“I see an engravement on the pavement,
no more Babylon enslavement,
words of wisdom” (‘Free Lancer’, Mikey Dread, Dread At The Controls)
So next up was a bunch of classic Dread At The Controls 12”s and 7”s, by Junior Murvin, Rod Taylor, Hopeton
Lewis and Mikey Dread himself – all of them ‘if you don’t know, get to know’ tunes. Mikey was well known for
his collaborations with The Clash and perhaps less obviously, with Adrian Sherwood’s On-U Sound. ‘Bank
robber’ was basically one of his tunes, but what had happened to my copy of that single? ‘Autobiography’
was a brilliant 10” for On-U Sound, shared with Bim Sherman and Dub Syndicate - another must have for the
selection. But there was another Sherwood production with Style Scott and other Roots Radics, which
Shakaman had brought to my attention some years ago, called ‘Vegetable Matter’. I had genuinely forgotten
just how good it was, musically and lyrically, and as for that phenomenal voice – unmistakable!
“Badness no pay …
Cyan stay in bed all day
And still expect to get pay” (Mikey Dread, ‘Vegetable Matter’, On-U Sound)
Looking for Rockers’ Delight had led me to a well known download site and there I came across one I
remembered from growing up in the 80s – the mighty Positive Reality – how come I didn’t have this one? It
was as if I could recall all the lyrics and tune, as soon as I heard it. This, along with Junior Murvin’s‘ Badman
Possee’ album, took me right back to the 1980s - and a time when reggae was still brand new to me.

Naturally, others are bound to play many or most of these tunes, as there are a whole pile of great DJs on the
bill for the event, but that doesn’t matter - as long as the music is heard and shared with all the generations,
reminding us or introducing us, to the greatness of Mikey Dread.
Dan I, co-founder of Field Frequency Sound.

SISTA ALI SELECTION - top ten vocalists
Rankin Ann
Brindsley Ford
Burning Spear
Barrington Levy
Bob Marley
Gregory Issacs
Peter Tosh
I JahMan Levi
Althea and Donna

Ali Palmer-Smith aka Sista Ali. She is a member of Horns of Plenty and is the Natty Hi Fi saxophonist-in
residence.

SABALI POTS
I make the glazes by weighing out different raw powder ingredients; stuff like silica, flux, frit, flint, ash, plus
oxides for colour, like copper, iron, zinc or manganese – all mixed in a bucket of water. It's like a chemistry
lab! Sometimes I follow a recipe – sometimes my own ideas. It's fab! I like making stuff out of earth. Sitting at
the potters wheel with the turntable spinning, is really relaxing - a bit like spinning vinyls, only spinning clay!
I call them Sabali Pots, as I hear Mariam's voice singing in my head (sabali is a Mali word for patience) when
another pot goes wrong! It's not the destination, it's the journey, right?!
Helen Baillie, long-time Roots Reggae supporter

To see a wider range in colour, visit the Sabali Pots facebook.

CORNERSTONEMUSIK (Oxford UK) / King of Dub Records.
Recommended UK Artist
We will be recommending / introducing a UK and / or international reggae artist, for each issue of THE DUB.
As djs, Nico and I have enjoyed working with Karen’s music, for some time now. Because we enjoy her
creativity, we want to introduce her sweet, soulful voice, to an even bigger audience. We have been
featuring Karen on our radio shows since her debut single ‘My Time’, was released in July 2015 - and the
more recent recording, ‘Can I Change My Mind’, on the Musical Ambassador label.

Nico and Baps

Karen Schloss is a singer/songwriter, from Derby, England. She started singing from a very early age: retaining
fond memories of singing with her father. Karen recalls her father's ''fantastic singing voice'' - and the times
they would sit together, singing a wide range of songs from different genres. The main genre they sang from
was reggae: such as the gems produced by Studio One and Trojan.
At the age of fifteen, she made her first stage appearance - at the Derby West Indian Centre. This debut
generated more bookings, leading to nationwide performances.

Karen’s influences include Deborah Glasgow, Dorothy Moore, Cynthia Schloss, Marcia Griffiths, Bob Andy and
the Grace Thrillers. Her parents and family have always encouraged and supported her singing. Karen - like
so many great female singers - grew up in a pentecostal church, so was inevitably influenced by gospel music.
She got her first break when she attended a concert by the legendary dj, Joseph Cotton, which was held in
Derby. He offered her the microphone; she sang, receiving great applause from the crowd. This resulted in a
collaboration on one of his songs 'Breakfast in Bed.' Mr Cotton then introduced Karen to his friend, the
producer Trevor Elliott (Musical Ambassador), which led to the recording of the aforementioned debut single,
'My Time'.
We are proud supporters of Karen Schloss, so we're looking forward to following her continual development.
Cornerstonemusik has a large following at live sessions, on social media and festivals - including FIELD
MANEUVERS, GLASTOBURY and COMMON PEOPLE . They can also be heard ‘nicing up the airwaves’,
presenting two radio shows weekly: playing ska, rocksteady, foundation roots and conscious dancehall –
listen in!
John Green aka DJ Baps. (Cornerstonemusik)
See Airwaves Dub in this issue, for the Cornerstone radio and weblinks.

GIVING THANKS
Giving thanks to the one
who puts forth the Vibration,
that makes 1’s and 1’s
to come along
in joyful livication
expressing musically
a synchronised harmony
inviting all to the congregation
of free-flowing celebration
with word sounds en-chanting
the people dancing
ina thanks-giving meditation
for this I-ley I-bration...
I n I call ‘’Life’’
Hugo Makepeace, radio promoter and co-founder of Destanation Sound and the Makating band. Reflecting
on the Natty Hi Fi Ten Men Dub Session, which featured RAS KEITH – 6/5/2016.

BIRTHDAY BLESSINGS DUB
JUNE
Mikey Dread – Joe Higgs – Freddie McGregor – Augustus Pablo – Prince Lincoln – Don Carlos – Fred Locks –
U-Brown – Tiken Jak Fakoly – Dillinger – Lynn Tait - I-Roy

JULY
Flabba Holt – Gregory Issacs – Junior Byles – Michael Rose – Tapper Zukie – Ranking Joe

AUGUST
Yabba You – Earl ''Chinna'' Smith – Linton Kwesi Johnson – Jah Thomas – Al Campbell – Junior Delgado –
Dean Fraser – Lucky Dube – Vin Gordon – Al Capone

Karo man of Ethiopia – Christine de Faoite

BALLAD of Mr DODD
I
Once there was a youth who loved cricket,
Though he loved jazz even more.
In learning a trade,
Trained to be a carpenter And helped his mother in the store.
Jamaica tuned into America,
Radio stations New Orleans and Miami.
Sometimes Nat King Cole,
Sometimes Louis Jordan Jazz, RnB and Boogie-Woogie.
From the island to the continent,
Short-term contracts cutting cane.
Back to Jamaica with vinyl gems;
Sunday noon on Gold Coast beach,
Friday night in Love Lane.
Massive speakers of the soundmen,
Fats Domino in the street.
Spun records outside,
His mothers liqour store:
The begining of Coxsone Downbeat.
II
What do you do
With a man like Duke Reid?
Ex-cop, marksman and gun-carrier,
When he's coming with his heavies Mission of the violent deed.
Police shooting at your speakers,
Confiscating the sound.
Confusion and anger,
Amongst those who need remedy Music for the lost and found.
Following their local heroes,
End of week release.
The people need you Soundman;
Build and start again,

For the music cannot cease.
Credit here and there,
From his mother a loan.
The dreaming and planning.
The Big Two became Three,
When Prince Buster went it alone.
Coxsones' head bouncer,
Became a soundsystem rival.
From boxer and gang leader,
To singer and producer 'The Voice of the People'.
III
Time for homegrown talent,
Time for original dubplate.
Clue J and Alton Ellis,
Jamacian RnB for Jamacians,
Coming through the gate.
Cluett Johnson and the Blues Busters,
The first great studio band.
Come in Ernest Ranglin,
Come in Rico Rodriguez;
Roland Alphonso awaits you on the bandstand.
The drums of Drumbago,
The piano of Theo Beckford.
All the top musicians,
Experimenting, pioneering Jamaican music going forward.
IV
Blackwell came with Laurel Aitken,
Seaga with Higgs and Wilson.
Jamaican artists,
Jamaican producers,
Fever pitch in musical Kingston.
Prince Buster came with Count Ossie,
Sound of the Rasta drum.
Rhythms from ancient Africa,
Songs for new Jamaica;

Count Ossie, you are most welcome.
V
Hail the entrance of Lee Scratch Perry,.
His arrival on Coxsone Downbeat.
Errand boy to record plugger,
Then the supervising of auditions,
At Coxsones shop on Orange Street.
Writing and producing for Delroy Wilson,
Toots and the Maytals too.
He met Prince Buster there also;
The seminal figure of Studio One,
The monumental Jackie Mittoo.
VI
Often looking to America,
No need to look so far.
Here comes Tommy McCook,
In tandem with Don Drummond The master musicians of ska.
Skatalites at Brentford Road,
Studio One from '63.
Lloyd Brevett Lloyd Knibbs,
Roland Alphonso Lester Sterling
Johnny Moore and guitarist Jah Jerry.
Coxsone Dodd and his one-track,
His first engineer Sid Bucknor.
Along came five young people,
Friends from the Trenchtown ghetto,
Who called themselves the Wailers.
''Simmer Down'' they sang,
Of the rudeboy and the cop.
Backing vocals for Leonard Dillon,
For Bob Andy too Plus doo-wop, spirituals and pop
Lester Sterling and Roland Alphonso,
Alongside each other again.
Through Alpha Boys to Skatalites;
Lester loved Cannonball Adderley,

Roland loved John Coltrane.
They backed everyone,
As the Radics would later do.
For Duke, Buster and the Brothers Yap:
Eulogies everlasting,
To the Alpha Boys crew.
VII
Stand up Leroy Sibbles
Let us salute you eternally.
The original basslines;
'Satta Masa Gana', Door Peeper
'Queen Minstrels' and 'Mr.Bassie'
Stand up Leroy Sibbles,
Sing a Heptone for me.
Songwriter, arranger,
Talent scout and auditioner Man of the sweeter melody.
VIII
Jackie, Leroy and Roland,
Classics from the Soul Vendors.
Version and version,
Innumerable versions We shall use their rhythms forever.
Marcia Griffiths was their too,
First Lady of Studio One.
John Holt came a little later.
Solo once again;
From Vere Johns' to the Paragons.
Dennis Brown sang ''No man is an island'',
The teenage Dennis Brown.
The new child star,
Born on Orange Street Causing a buzz in Kingston town.
XI
Farewell Rocksteady,
Though we'll use your music endlessly.

Welcome Reggae.
The slowing down of the rhythms,
Poems from old man reality.
There are two other rhythm greats,
To be mentioned in this rhyme.
Let us not forget Horsemouth Wallace,
The bassman Bagga Walker,
At the dawn of Burning Spear time.
Heard a man chanting Africa,
Heard the drum Nyabingi.
Master drummers at Studio One:
Bongo Herman and Bongo Les And Skully, always Skully.
Enter the great falsetto,
Enter Horace Andy.
Word and sound,
In gratitude to God His voice described as heavenly.
The Coxsone College of Music,
What a great place to learn!
Teachers Larry Marshall and Cedric Brooks.
Come Wailing Souls,
Time to take your turn.
Johnny and Freddie,
Helped each other along.
Sharing of inspiration,
And the backing of vocals Osbourne and McGregor in song.
Said they were fighting for God,
This band called the Gladiators.
Then came a man called Sugar;
A talented youth eager to learn To tell the world of Rasta.
Willie Williams and Lone Ranger,
The list goes on and on.
The Studio One roll call;
Before Bunny Lee and Joe Gibbs,
There was a great pioneer called Coxsone.

X
Time for relocation,
Time to step away.
The closing of the studio;
The opening of a shop,
Sunrise on a Brooklyn day.
And then his passing,
The Kingston street named after him.
But there has been no biography,
No Brentford Road Museum Neither theatre piece or film.
XI
But we remember him always,
Constant re-cycling of his classics.
From the Aggrovators to the Radics,
To the time of now Celebrating Studio One magic.
To you Clement Seymour Dodd,
Your vision and it's beauty.
To those who came to Brentford Road,
To learn, to create:
Under the mango tree.
Natty Mark Samuels

From DUBLIN to DUB
I arrived in the UK in 1977, from Dublin, on the crest of a wave: later known as New Wave or Punk
Rock. I was an outsider and my friends and I all felt like the outsiders, in one way or another. We
were a mix of Jamaican, Irish, Indian, gay and straight. I arrived as an innocent school girl with a
Dublin accent and soon became a punk rocker with a bright red mohican. I loved the music of the
outsider, the underdog, the noble anarchist. I was also intrigued by Bob Marley and the reggae music
scene and thus began a lifelong relationship with reggae music and in particular roots. I started
collecting vinyl. My top ten tunes of all time by women reggae artists are

10 - ENGLISH GIRL – Sister Audrey

9 - BAM BAM - Sister Nancy

8 - WOMAN - Queen Omega

7 - NO ORDINARY LOVE - Alaine

6 - LIBERATED WOMAN or LOVE ON A MOUNTAIN TOP - Rankin Ann. She also did a cover
version of English Girl.

5 - IT'S A PITY or I AM A WOMAN - Tanya Stephens

4 – HARAMBE – Rita Marley. Although a very contentious character, the influence of Rita Marley
who often duets with Ziggy Marley cannot be underestimated. She had a very pop-sound style and
‘Harambe’ is one of her biggest hits.

3 – FEEL LIKE JUMPING - Marcia Griffiths. It was originally released in 1968, however, the roots
reggae enthusiast always loved the early “roots”, so tracks like Feel Like Jumping with its high
energy, feel good sound, would be played often and loud.

2 - BLACK WOMAN - Judy Mowatt. Released in 1980, it is the title track from an album of the same
the same name - and is considered to be one of the greatest reggae albums of all time.

1 – UPTOWN TOP RANKING - Althea and Donna, a teenage duo from Jamaica who where in
London at the time – 1977 - was a crossover tune and took the UK by storm, reaching number 1 in
the mainstream charts for a week. The b side was another great tune, No More Fighting.

I was also hooked on the I – THREES
Grey Burdick, DJ aka Sista Grey

THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
My name is Jacob. I am eight years old. I would like to tell you about my trip to the Gambia and Senegal. My
mum read me a book called Roots. It is about Kunta Kinte. I learnt all about him and his family. He was stolen
from Africa and sold as a slave. I met his family in his village. It is called Juffureh, which is in Gambia, a country
in West Africa.
We went to Senegal on a ferry. We caught local buses and taxis which are very different to the ones at home.
We went to a beautiful island with a horrible history. It had a slave fort, in which Kunta Kinte was probably
held. I learnt the slave trade was evil and even exists today. I saw lots of cool statues of people, celebrating
freedom from slavery.
I met lots of friendly people. With kids, it doesn't matter that we don't speak the same language, because we
know how to play - and how to be kind. Some kids showed me their den. It was like a maze made out of
plastic crates. It was cool. I felt like the luckiest boy alive!
I saw amazing animals - crocodiles (I even touched one), giraffes, warthogs, zebra, a rhino, lots of donkeys and
monkeys. A monkey stole my banana!
I heard lots of reggae music, ate really good food and made green tea. I loved the beach, where someone
taught me how to climb a palm tree - and gave me a fresh coconut which he chopped with a huge knife. I
played african instruments and tried to do traditional dance. I paddled a pirogue and met a marabout. He was
a village holy man and still practices ancient traditions.
Africa is the best place on earth. I would love to go back there again.
I hope that you enjoyed my story.
Jacob Alexander-Smith

My Sound System History
The past, the present and the future

The humble sounds of Shakti Dread & The Higher Hearts Soundsystem, on Jersey, in the Channel Islands, was my
introduction to the world of Reggae. This in turn inspired me to reach dances on the mainland, starting with the Mighty
Jah Shaka Soundsystem, back in '95.

A Roots All-Dayer in Brixton, opened my eyes – and mind – further into the Roots Reggae vibration. By this time, I was
fervently adding to a reggae vinyl collection I had started, when Revelation Records was still open. It was Bob Brooks'
Reggae Revive mail out however, that caused me to delve into the new wave of dub, often labelled Digidub, most
noteably enjoying productions by Gussie P and Barry Isaacs.

In 2002, supported by the crew from Darlington's Circulation Recordings, I recorded my first mix - a blend of old and
new releases, by luminaries such as Johnny Clarke and the Twinkle Brothers which was played live to a crowd of about
four hundred people, at the Stockton Riverside Fringe Festival.

By this time, I was a regular at Subdub and The House of Roots' University of Dub - rubbing shoulders with artists and
producers such as Reuben Master, Alpha & Omega, Danman and Pete Dublab. Pete invited me to play at Dublab's 5th
birthday party in Bradford, which was awe inspiring, with Danman on the mic. Living in Middlesbrough at the time, I got
involved there too. One of the highlights was singing and deejaying on a Mystic Roots - pre-Instrument of Jah - night.

A return to full-time education took me back 'down-south', to Reading, where I soon established myself on the circuit playing sets at numerous local venues, most noteably the Iguana Bar, where Jah Lion Movement held the residency. I
was introduced to Oxfords' Field Frequency Sound, subsequently enjoying the atmosphere, of the annual Cowley Road
Carnival.

Having been back 'up-north' a year or so now, I can't believe how the scene has changed - for the better. There are
sounds popping up left right and centre, like Ital Guidance, Common Unity and Sinai Soundsystem, to name a few. This
change, at least in part, is surely down to the influence and pioneering efforts, of the one Patrick IOJ. There are now
regular sound system nights in Middlesbrough, Newcastle and Saltburn - where I am due to play my first set, for a
couple of years.

Zioness

ACKHI - African Caribbean & African Kultural Heritage Initiative - was established in 2003: to promote,
protect and preserve the history, heritage and culture, of peoples of Afrikan heritage in Oxfordshire - as well
as Afrika's contributions to world development. ACKHI is a not-for-profit community led organization, based in
the East Oxford Community Centre. It also has a publishing wing - ACKHI Press. For more details, contact
founder/director, Junie James – ackhi03@gmail.com – 07986877324.

OCKARD

Andrew Jones, Gary Constant and Danny Whittaker aka Danny Dread

Ockard Ridim - meaning Awkward Rhythms - an Oxford based Roots Reggae label, was established in 2006, by
founders Gary Constant aka Constant Jammin' and Paul Green. Paul later moved to London, leaving Gary at

the helm. Most of their recordings have been voiced at Djinn Music Studio, in East Oxford. One of the most
successful artists on the label, is the internationally recognised Teddy Dan, now resident in Ethiopia. His 'Jah
Day' is an Ockard production. New material is in the pipeline - with a new track by Teddy Dan, entitled
''Ethiopa Land'' - topped with a wicked dub version, "Bohemian Grove" mixed by top UK producer, Russ
Disciple. New tracks will also be coming out on the Ockard subsidary, Lauren Music. One to watch for, is
"Universal Anthem" by opera singer Josephine Organ-Jennings accompanied by Makating Horns....plus
Andrew Jones on the flip side, with "Runaway Slave". More tracks are being laid down in Santiago De Cuba
this July, to capture some Santeria drumming, to season the new, inventory rhythms.

GARY SELECTION – top ten producers of the past
1.JOE GIBBS alongside ERROL THOMPSON
2.JO JO HOOKIM - Channel One
3. LEE PERRY - Black Ark
4. HARRY MUDIE
5. CLEMENT DODD - Studio One
6. DUKE REID - Treasure Isle
7. GUSSIE CLARK
8. AUGUSTUS PABLO
9. DEREK HARRIOT
10. GLEN BROWN

africa is a colour
we used to say that black is beautiful
now we bleach our skin and straighten our hair to look nice
we take young colourful minds and whitewash them with dreams of
barbie doll beauty
forgetting all along that

africa
is our colour

when you mix me with another
continent another
people
another history
you get
curly waves like the oceans of time and space between us
you get
permanent sun tans for loving and hating on
you get

beautiful hues and skin tones whose namelessness
dampens their very existence

and when we sing the blues
we rarely stop to smell the red n yellow flowers
at the foot of mount kilimanjaro
but they are still there because

africa is more than just a colour

among the ancient greeks
walked lovers of wisdom like plato and aristotle
the Founding Fathers of Western Civilization

yet even they
themselves
spoke of
Egypt

as the cradle of
arithmetic
geometry
philosophy

so when you get to the mouth of the Nile
follow it down towards her Nubian heart
towards the
blackness
in the middle of the continent
where it all began
in other words

africa is a
primary
colour

before we sang the blues
we crossed a yellow sand-sea called sahara and
if you go further south into deeper
tones and
bones of
red

earth
you can find the land where the ancestors
of ALL of us
once walked

before race
before nation
before class
before caste

but you have forgotten them
more thoroughly
than primary colours
Science
has now discovered that
africa
is the place with the most human genetic diversity and
the further a people is from
Mama Africa
the less genetic variation among them
which is to say

the fewer primary colours

in us
and science has now discovered that the further
a language
is from Africa
the fewer phonetic sounds in it
we can barely pronounce the name of songs like !Qong!qothwane
for we have lost the many clicks and sounds we once spoke with
as we migrated farther and farther away from our

first
mother tongue

and introspection has now discovered that the further a black boy is from his father
the more likely he is to be
crying
if only on the inside

so what colour are these truths?
i speak of my mother
i speak of
our mother
i speak of
your mother
yes you too
neo-colonialist
you too

what kind of a person rapes
his own mother?

for gold
for diamonds
for ANYTHING

what colour is it
that we have given up our yesterdays for
today and our
todays for tomorrows
and our universal roots in the heart of
Africa for
sorrow said there is a place which gave birth to human

math
human language

human beings

so put away the hair relaxer
for we are not savages to be civilized
or relaxed
put away the white barbie eye-dollatry
put away the skin bleach that washes complexion ‘n self comprehension out of
young, gifted, and black
minds
that sing in every skin tone
because

africa is not just a colour
and not just a primary colour
rather
africa
is
THE
primary
colour

Brian Kwoba

CULINARY DUB
Red beans with pumpkin and rice
1 cup rice
1 cup red beans (kidney beans)
1 medium onion, chopped
1/2 cup diced pumpkin
3 cl3 cloves garlic, peeled and chopped
1 bunch coriander, chopped
2 sprigs fine leaf thyme
5 bay leaves
1 stalk celery
1 tsp black pepper
1 tsp sugar (optional)
1 tbsp. tomato paste
1 can coconut milk
Salt to taste (use sea salt or Himalayan pink salt)
Method
Step 1
Wash rice, Boil rice. Strain and set aside.
Step 2
Clean and wash the red beans. Place in a deep pot and add hot water. Soak for 15 minutes.
Step 3
Chop the onion, celery, pumpkin, and coriander.. Finely dice the rest of the herbs.
Step 4
Put the beans to boil. Then add the chopped pumpkin, onion, garlic, celery. Note: You may have to add about
a cup of water and simmer for 5 minutes. Then cover and pressure cook for 30 minutes or until the beans are
soft.
Step 5
When the red beans are good enough, place in a separate pot and continue cooking. Add the chopped
coriander and thyme to pot. Add the bay leaves and the coconut milk.

Step 6
Allow to simmer for another 5 minutes. Add the tomato paste, the optional sugar, and salt for taste. Allow to
simmer until the excess water evaporates. Remove and serve with rice.

Angelique Bayley aka Sista Trini

Salute to the Dub Caterers, who continue to bless us with food. To Pippa Hamwee aka Little
General; Cara, of Mperi Cafe; Sista Tracey - and Sista Trini.

Time and Wisdom – Ras Haile Mecael

TREASURE BOX DUB
Some of the gems that Mikey Dread produced

EVERYBODY NEEDS A PROPER EDUCATION
BREAK DOWN THE WALLS
POSITIVE REALITY

BARBER SALOON

THE JUMPING MASTER
JAH JAH LOVE IN THE MORNING

WALK RASTAFARI WAY
ROOTS AND CULTURE

JUNGLE SINGLE DUB

AFRICAN ANTHEM
WARRIOR STYLEE

PARADISE

ARMAGEDDON STYLE

DUB DIARY
JUNE
3th – 5th - Selector@Wychwood Festival - Cheltenham Racecourse.
6th – Natty Hi Fi presents Mikey Dread Festival@Crawley Inn, Crawley, nr Witney – 2pm-3am - £2 suggested
donation, partly going to The Dub.
11th – Desta’Nation@Bullingdon Arms, East Oxford - 9-2am - £6.
18th – Family Day event – bring picnic @Hill End Centre, nr. Oxford - 12-6pm – free – feat.Natty Hi Fi donations to The Dub.
22nd-26th – Cornerstone@Glastonbury, Somerset.
23rd – Natty Mark drumming alongside Jah Revelation Sound at Hootananny, Brixton – 8pm-2am - £3.
25th – Jah Paul Promotion@Donnington Community Centre – 1pm-midnight – free.

JULY
8th-10th – The Beat@Cornbury Festival – The Great Tew Park, Oxfordshire.
10TH – Natty Hi Fi@ East Oxford Community Centre - Cowley Road Carnival - courtyard during the day, main
hall in the evening – midday-midnight - free during the day, £3 in the evening - donations to The Dub
16th – Chronixx@O2Academy, Oxford.
23rd – Jah Lambs and Lions (Garvin Dan)@ Donnington Community Centre – celebrating the birthday of Ras
Tafari – 2pm-midnight – free.
23rd/24th – Dubwiser@Riverside Festival – Charlbury, Chipping Norton – free.

AUGUST
13th – Natty Hi Fi@Donnington Community Centre - Marcus Garvey Birthday Celebration – 2pm-midnight –
free – donations, partly going to The Dub.
20th – Natty Hi Fi@ Elder Stubbs Festival, East Oxford – midday-6pm – adults £5, children free. Annual fund
and awareness raiser for Restore and its mental health provision. Plus after festival session by Jah Paul
Promotions@Donnington Community Centre – 6pm-midnight – free.
26th-28th – Toots and the Maytals@ the Big Feastival – Alex James Farm, Kingham, Cotswolds. Fundraiser for
the Jamie Oliver Food Foundation – ‘’better food choices for a healthier lifestyle’’.

